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Abstract. As people's living standards improved, Pet populations gradually expanded enormous, but in the economic development as the pioneer of whole nation, such a Metropolis Shanghai, can not fine the pet funeral services or relate online businesses. The current pet market, the pet for sales, is grooming And pet health care have been developing quite well, the contrast is equally important but difficult to regulate pet funeral industry. In this paper, the needs of the people of Shanghai, pet funeral of Metropolitan has been discussed as a issues, Sought through the establishment of setting up a professional website, for the high consumption of pet group, full service to pet funeral, And through advocacy of love, Responsibility and environmental protection concept to respect life, changes in the past, the only pet entertainment concepts, enhance the value of pets and pet owners.
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1 Introduction

As people's living standards improved, the material to meet the conditions, to pay more attention to spiritual satisfaction. As a result, Dog, Cats, as well as some of the more weird little animals getting into a different condition of the family, become a pet, Become the spirit of companionship. Nevertheless, "When we and pet happy to get along with, Happy playing with, ever thought be properly plan its lifetime, Fulfill the master of its share of responsibility from start to finish?

According to incomplete statistics, the public security departments, Shanghai has at least 1 million pets, this figure has also been continuously refreshed, and an annual increase of the licensed and identity card dogs about 3000-5000 each, does not include the number of families at the same time keeping the Cats, dogs, parrots and other pets, The pet is also illness and death, in one day Death, Where are the buried?

Many pet owners choose buried carcasses of small animals into bush, or their own cremation, some have even been thrown into the trash bin get over, and only a few people are willing to spend a few hundred dollars of money to Pet store Cremation treatment or to the body made of specimens, However, according to experts, studies have shown that: pet own body carry the bacteria, bacteria will not die in the short
term, especially those who have died of infectious diseases pets. Whether cremation or burial, would be great for the environment pollution. Even if buried into deep, bacteria are also likely to infiltrate into the groundwater.

So, imagine if you can provide Pets Funeral Services website provided “full services” for those who really love pets, Pet lovers leaving material a yearning, a consolation, this is a wonderful thing.

2 Analysis for the Pet Funeral Business Domestic and Abroad

In fact, the pet funeral business in foreign countries have developed quite sophisticated, for example, the Russians very fond of cats and dogs and other pets.

The Moscow City Council exclusively through the Animal Protection Law, the fate of all the arrangements for pets. The Act provides for pet's death can enter an area of about 2 hectares dedicated cemetery. Furthermore, Moscow also plans to build animal ashes church. Animal shops, animal boarding houses. Animals stranded. As, in the UK there are about 11 million pets, "an annual output value of the pet market as high as 35 billion pounds, Where the pet funeral industry can provide, such as cremation, coffin. Pet cemetery range of services and sympathy cards, pet cremation market volume reached more than 320. [North network city bulletin]

However, it is not difficult to find, In China, the pet funeral service agencies are not many; the development of the industry is just taking shape. Provide specialized Pet Funeral Services Website in Shanghai cannot provide, currently, only Beijing, Chengdu and some other cities. But others have the very imperfect. We should know that, the industry is a rather important part of the logistics, then the body and delivering pet casket and souvenirs of this series of processes, and efficient logistics services to play an important role in, this means, Pet funeral service in this industry in the geographical location of the restricted nature of. Therefore, to put it bluntly, in outside urban area even if the development of the industry no matter how good, cannot be brought about in other cities, for those caught off guard after the death of pet. Pet owners have to resolve the thorny issue of the pet funeral.

As a result, let us also cannot help but wonder, in economic development, in front of the whole nation and the large number of pet, such a big city --- Shanghai, why not have a first-class facilities and services, specialized treatment. Pets organizations and websites? It brings economic benefits at the same time. Can also arouse people's love responsibility and environmental awareness; truly understand “Respect life” this concept, this is enough to predict the development potential of this industry a greatest.

3 The Research of Pet Funeral and Burial Service in Shanghai

“Pet funeral services” the perfect and idea of humanity is seems easy, really do. There are still some difficulties and obstacles. After all, in the domestic still an emerging industry; handle the relevant procedures of some department’s are not clearly. Such a new thing the law does not clearly defined, therefore, the business sector demands to produce proof of relevant industry competent authorities, the civil affairs department, also known regardless of their animals funeral, if the relevant laws